Abstract. Low speed neutral particle transport, in long mean free path (LMFP) environments, presents challenges for wellestablished techniques, such as the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. In particular, at low flow velocities, statistical methods suffer from noise that may render them impractical in LMFP environments [1] .
INTRODUCTION
We have developed a kinetic solver that is well suited for low Mach number, M ¥ 0¦ 3, flows in high Knudsen number, K n which employ the BGK operator compare favorably with those of a finite difference solution of the Boltzmann equation using the BGK collision operator [9] . The results for both collision models exhibit fair agreement with experimental data of Teagan and Springer [10] .
The code has been extended to study gas flow past a flat plate at high K n . Some results of the enhanced code will be presented. 
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The ballistic transition probability matrix T bal has been implemented with two different operators, the Point Source (PS) operator and the Convective Scheme (CS) operator. Both operators make full use of symmetry to reduce computational overhead, see reference [4] . The PS operator is nearly identical to the T bal found in reference [4] while the CS operator plays a role similar to the T bal in reference [3] .
In computing R¨c a
is not explicitly constructed. Instead, the TPM employs an average length, G L c is the fraction of particles starting in cell c , moving in the direction a , that pass through cell c [4] .
The propagator subdivides space into a finite number of directions
and extends a finite distance,
where G λ¨c E © " H is the average mean free path and χ § 0 is a constant. Figure 1a) is the PS propagator and figure 1b) is the CS propagator. Both propagators contain a list (in radial order) for each a iI j . Each list consists of the geometric information¨f a# iS j¨c
and ∆M is the mesh spacing. A stores the probabilities of particles scattering in any given phase space cell. The CS uses 'long lived' moving cells (LLMC) [12, 13] 
where x y name s max min are the coordinates of the mesh cell or moving cell. (See references [12] and [13] for a full description of the CS.) This process of time stepping is continued down the propagating direction until the LLMC reaches the end of the propagator. At this point, all remaining material in MC¨c F a iI j space, as can be seen in figure 1b ), but the CS does redistribute particles that have collided in cell c from the whole volume of c , as it should [3] .
Propagation is performed by allowing particles to move along the a iI j from c encountering other cells of the fixed mesh in order of increasing radius and is completed when the a iI j of all c have deposited all of their particles back in the simulation domain. The number of particles originating in cell c with direction a iI j and energy E that have their next collision in cell c is,
where
where η x is an integration factor. Since we chose to approximate the integration using a summation, η x is given by
Once η x is determined, for the given set of directions, α can be found exactly, to ensure momentum conservation. η y and η z are found in the same manner. (The η's are the same for all locations and energies.) This approach was outlined in [8] , where particle and energy conservation were also discussed. [8] provides details, including how large values of the mean velocity are handled. Other angular distributions could be employed instead, for instance to allow for an accurate differential cross section.
Boundary Conditions and Surface Interactions
The effect of a reflecting surface should, for a uniform density above the surface, be to give the same flux coming back off the surface as we would have for a uniform density behind the surface. Similarly, at the edge of the simulation region, where gas is introduced, the flux coming in should be exactly what we would get from a large volume where we (usually) specify a uniform density. Much of our effort in setting up the simulation goes into handling boundaries so as to mimic these 'equivalent' volumes.
One difficulty with making a surface reproduce its equivalent volume is caused by the fact that we sometimes use PS, instead of integrating the source over the entire initial cell. The PS uses rays (about each direction a iI j ) which fill the solid angle centered around the PS. Particles travel down these rays and strike all the cells within each ray. Rays coming from points on a surface cannot exactly reproduce the angular and spatial distribution of particles coming from PS in an equivalent volume behind the surface, see figure 2 .
The boundary conditions we describe do achieve the effect of replacing the surface with an 'exact' equivalent. In the case of point sources, we have to replace the surface with a set of fictional volume cells, behind the surface, and use a method of images. Numerous other versions of the boundary conditions were considered, which failed for subtle reasons which we do not have the space to describe here. The methods we describe here are the simplest that we have discovered which satisfy the 'equivalent volume' test.
The CS provides an alternative way to handle generating probabilities, which eliminates the error in using a PS distribution off surfaces. This scheme is more convenient and easier to use than point sources, for several reasons. One advantage is that launching a CS propagator from a surface is indeed capable of generating the same angular distribution as the equivalent volume. This will be described later in this section.
As mentioned, boundary conditions must strictly meet an 'equivalent volume' test, in order to produce a satisfactory density profile. At the outer boundary, we inject particles from a volume region which is several mean free paths deep, to accomplish this. This would be quite unwieldy, but we can store the particle collision rate on the mesh, of the injected particles, and add that rate back at each step. In addition, we can store the profile in a compact form, and allow for variations in mean free path, using a combination of the CS propagator, mapping back, and the null collision operator.
Reflection at a surface is handled by the method of images. Particles which reflect specularly are allowed to travel down a fictitious ray, which is the continuation of the original ray behind the surface, and are placed in fictitious volume cells, see figure 3. After they have been propagated along the ray, they are reflected back into the real volume, i.e., what collides in volume reflecting cell B is placed in cell B with the correct directional information. Again, this would be unwieldy, but in fact we can map them back into (fictitious) volume cells immediately after they cross the reflecting boundary. These are then reflected back into the real volume. This procedure achieves the equivalent effect in a more efficient fashion.
Diffuse reflection is handled by finding a set of 'mirror image' rays for an incoming ray, whose center hits a particular surface cell c(the dot on the wall of figure 3 b) . If the incoming ray is at angles labelled (i,j), the mirror image rays are (-i,j), (i,-j) and (-i,-j). Sharing the particles among these rays equally provides total momentum loss. The shared particles encounter both the volume reflecting cell in the original direction (reflecting cell B) and the 'conjugate' volume reflecting cells, reflecting cell B in figure 3 b) . B is the mirror image obtained when B is reflected about the center of the surface cell c. Particles placed in the conjugate cells are reflected in the same manner as those placed in reflecting cell B. Partial sharing is done to achieve a mixture of specular and diffuse reflection; so perhaps 10% of the ray might scatter specularly and the remaining 90% be shared. In addition to this procedure providing exact momentum loss, for a uniform source above the surface it guarantees satisfaction of the equivalent volume rule, which is to say, it gives the exact numerical equivalent of the cosΘ distribution coming off the surface.
Mapping Back and the Null Collision Operator
The advantages of the CS version of the propagator follow in part from the fact that it only employs a discrete set of angles, whereas the PS version employs rays. The rays are centered on discrete angles but they spread over a range of angles. This allows the CS version to use 'mapping back' of particles, without altering the particles' angular distribution. While the mapping back is not essential, it makes several procedures a great deal more efficient. An increase in efficiency comes from fact that the length of time an individual iteration takes is proportional¨χ 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented a kinetic transport model well suited for handling low Mach number flows in high Knudsen number environments. The model gives a very accurate handling of the flow, in circumstances where particle simulations suffer from statistical noise. In this paper we emphasized the method, including handling of boundary conditions and the construction of a 'propagator' using the 'Convective Scheme'.
